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Onset of the vortexlike Nernst signal aboveTc in La2ÀxSrxCuO4 and Bi2Sr2ÀyLayCuO6
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The diffusion of vortices down a thermal gradient produces a Josephson signal which is detected as a vortex
Nernst effect. In a recent report by Xuet al. @Nature406, 486 ~2000!#, an enhanced Nernst signal identified
with vortex-like excitations was observed in a series of La22xSrxCuO4 ~LSCO! crystals at temperatures 50–
100 K aboveTc . To pin down the onset temperatureTn of the vortexlike signal in the lightly doped regime
(0.03<x<0.07), we have reanalyzed the carrier contribution to the Nernst signal in detail. By supplementing
Nernst measurements with thermopower and Hall-angle data, we isolate the off-diagonal Peltier conductivity
axy and show that its profile provides an objective determination ofTn . With the results, we revise the phase
diagram for the fluctuation regime in LSCO to accommodate the lightly doped regime. In the cuprate
Bi2Sr22yLayCuO6, we find that the carrier contribution is virtually negligible fory in the range 0.4–0.6. The
evidence of an extended temperature interval with vortexlike excitations is even stronger in this system.
Finally, we discuss howTn relates to the pseudogap temperatureT* and the implications of strong fluctuations
between the pseudogap state and thed-wave superconducting state.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.64.224519 PACS number~s!: 74.40.1k, 72.15.Jf, 74.72.2h, 74.25.Fy
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I. INTRODUCTION

Close to the the upper critical field lineHc2(T) of a
type-II superconductor, vortices exist in a ‘‘vortex liquid
state as highly mobile excitations. In this mobile state,
vortices readily flow in response to a weak applied tempe
ture gradient toward the cooler end of the sample. By
Josephson effect, the vortex motion generates an ele
field E5B3v that lies perpendicular to both the vortex v
locity v andB5m0H @Fig. 1~a!#. In general, the appearanc
of a transverseE in the presence of a thermal gradient a
magnetic field is known as the Nernst effect.1 In weak fields,
the Nernstsignal Ey /u¹Tu increases linearly withB, but, at
higher fields, the curve ofEy vs T tends to develop negativ
curvature. The Nernst coefficientn is defined as the Nerns
signal per unitB in the weak-B limit. Because a field-
antisymmetricEy may be measured to high resolution, t
Nernst effect provides a highly sensitive probe for detect
vortices.

From the purview of conventional superconductivity, t
search for vortices high above the critical temperatureTc

seems quite unrewarding. AboveTc , the average value o
the condensate densityns is zero. Although fluctuation ef-
fects produce small evanescent droplets of superconduct
detectable by susceptibility and resistivity, the existence o
Nernst signal in the fluctuation regime aboveTc is not ex-
pected. Indeed, vortex Nernst signals in the fluctuation
gime do not seem to have been reported for any lowTc
superconductor. In the first Ettinghausen1 experiment on a
cuprate (YBa2Cu3O7), however, Palstraet al.2 noted that the
signal extended;10 K aboveTc .

Later Nernst experiments on cuprates~restricted to opti-
mally doped samples! found that the vortex signal extend
aboveTc by roughly the same interval.3–5 Because the rela
tive temperature interval;0.1 is small, these observation
0163-1829/2001/64~22!/224519~10!/$20.00 64 2245
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did not provoke much theoretical comment. More recen
Corson et al.6 investigated the conductivity in thin-film
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 at terahertz frequencies, and found that t
kinetic inductance of the superfluid is observed as high as
K aboveTc .

In Nernst measurements on La22xSrxCuO4 ~LSCO!, Xu et
al.7 observed that the Nernst signal remains anomalously

FIG. 1. ~a! Geometry of the Nernst experiment in the vorte
liquid state. Vortices~disks with vectors! flow with velocity v down

the gradient2¹Ti x̂. Phase slippage induces a dc signalEy that is
antisymmetric inH. The lower panel~b! shows the currentsJi

5s i j Ej and Ji85a i j (2] jT) produced by theE field and thermal
gradient, respectively, in the normal state. The slight difference
tween their y components engenders the carrier Nernst sig
~anglesu andua are defined in the text!.
©2001 The American Physical Society19-1
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hanced 50–100 K aboveTc , from which they inferred the
existence of vortexlike excitations in the putative ‘‘norm
state.’’ Starting at a relatively small and nearlyT-independent
value at high temperatures,n begins to diverge at an onse
temperatureTn , until it peaks nearTc at a value 500–1000
times larger than the value at onset. Because of the spe
symmetry properties of the Nernst signal (EiB3¹T), Xu
et al. argued that the excitations are vortexlike. Moreov
they noted that the anomalous signal is very sensitive to
doping ~which suppressesTc to ;8 K), and smoothly
evolves to the familiar vortex signalbelow Tc . A closely
similar extended fluctuation regime was also observed in
derdoped YBa2Cu3Oy .8

The important issue of whether the observed excitati
correspond to magnetic vortices or are excitations in
strongly correlated state~for, e.g., holes bound to vorticity in
an electronic state! is at present open. Indeed, the notion th
vortices of whatever origin can be detected 50–100 Kabove
Tc remains as surprising and challenging to us~and many in
the community! as when they were first observed. Hence,
in Ref. 7, we refer to them generically asvortexlikeexcita-
tions in this paper. We also refer to the region betweenTc
andTn generically as a ‘‘fluctuation’’ regime.~A discussion
of this issue in relation to the pseudogap state is given in S
V.!

Our goal in this paper is to sharpen the distinction b
tween a vortexlike signal from that produced by normal-st
charge carriers in order to address several issues raise
Ref. 7~we also provide extended discussions of many iss
that were only touched on there!. The onset temperature o
the vortex signalTn appears to increase with decreasing h
densityx. Is Tn finite in thex→0 limit? If not, how doesTn

behave in this limit? How significant is the normal-state c
rier contribution ton in the small-x regime? Can a more
objective separation of the vortex signal be obtained thro
a better understanding of the normal-state Nernst effect?
these excitations seen in other cuprates?

The small-x regime requires a more careful analysis of t
carrier Nernst signal because the normal-state thermopo
is strongly enhanced. We introduce a new method suita
for this limit, and apply it to La22xSrxCuO4 ~LSCO! and the
single-layer cuprate Bi2Sr22yLayCuO6 ~Bi 2201!. We isolate
the key quantity in the Nernst experiment—the off-diago
Peltier current—and show that it provides an objective p
cedure for separating the vortex signal that is particula
suited for the small-x regime. The results enable us to obta
a revised phase diagram for fluctuations in LSCO tha
valid in both the small- and large-x regimes. In Bi 2201, we
find that the vortexlike signal, relative to the normal carr
contribution, is even larger than in LSCO. HenceTn may be
obtained directly from the original Nernst signal witho
need for isolating the Peltier current.

II. ISOLATING THE PELTIER CURRENT

To explain our procedure, we recall the various cha
currents generated in a Nernst experiment~initially we con-
sider the normal-state terms only!. We take the thermal gra
dient 2¹Ti x̂ and the fieldHi ẑ. The Nernst signal is the
H-antisymmetric electric fieldEi ŷ per unit gradient~Fig. 1!.
22451
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In zero field, the applied gradient drives a charge curr
densityJ5a(2¹T) along the length of the sample@we de-
fine the Peltier conductivity tensora i j by Ji5a i j (2] jT) and
for brevity write a i i 5a]. To satisfy the boundary condition
Jx50, there must exist anE field to drive a currentsEx in
the opposite direction (s is the electrical conductivity!.
Hence the total current alongx̂ is

Jx5sEx1a~2]xT!. ~1!

With Jx50, we haveEx52(a/s)(2]xT), which is the sig-
nal detected in a thermopower experiment. The thermopo
coefficient isS5a/s.

In a finite field, the two currents in Eq.~1! spawn Hall-
type currents~antisymmetric inH) flowing along they axis
@Fig. 1~b!#. One is the familiar Hall currentsyxEx while the
other is theoff-diagonalPeltier currentayx(2]xT), where
syx andayx denote the Hall and off-diagonal Peltier condu
tivities, respectively. These two off-diagonal currents are
posite in direction and nearly equal in magnitude.~The stan-
dard Boltzmann-theory expressions for these currents
given in the Appendix.! Because of the experimental boun
ary conditionJy50, any residual difference between the o
diagonal currents leads to a weakEy which is then detected
as the Nernst signal. Hence we have

Jy5ayx~2]xT!1syxEx1sEy

5Fayx2syx

a

sG~2]xT!1sEy50. ~2!

We have dropped a terma(2]yT), which is important in
conventional metals but negligible in cuprates~see Appen-
dix!. Using the Hall angle tanu5sxy /s in Eq. ~2!, for the
Nernst coefficient due to charge carriers alone we obtain

nN5
Ey

u]xTuB
5Faxy

s
2S tanuG 1

B
. ~3!

At first glance, it may seem thatnN is just the ther-
mopowerS reduced by the Hall angle tanu ~since it derives
from a current transverse to the applied gradient!. However,
by writing Eq. ~3! as n5S@ tanua2tanu#/B, with tanua
[axy /a, we see that the reduction factor involves a canc
lation between the two anglesu and ua @see Fig. 1~b!#. As
shown by Sondheimer,9 within Boltzmann theory the cancel
lation is exact ifu is independent of energye ~see the Ap-
pendix!. @Because of this cancellation, the ratioEy /Ex in a
Nernst experiment does not represent a ‘‘Hall angle’’ for e
tropy currents.#

A useful order-of-magnitude estimate ofunNu is
uS tanu/Bu, reduced by a factor of 10~to account for the
Sondheimer cancellation!. For LSCO in the range 0.1,x
,0.17, S.10 mV/K and tanu/B<1022 T21, we estimate
unNu<10 nV/KT, which is what is generally observed. Th
rule of thumb anticipates that whenS is of the order of
100 mV/K, unNu may become as large as 50 nV/KT~see
below!.

Diagonal and off-diagonal response. Even if we disregard
the Sondheimer cancellation, the carrier Nernst signal~being
9-2
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ONSET OF THE VORTEXLIKE NERNST SIGNAL ABOVE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 224519
off-diagonal! is ‘‘small’’ compared with the~diagonal! ther-
mopower signal whenever tanu!1. By contrast, the vortex
Nernst signal represents the ‘‘large’’ response of the vorti
to an applied2¹T. If the flux-flow Hall angle tanu f!1 ~as
in the cuprates!, the vortex velocityv is very nearly i
(2¹T). Hence the Josephson fieldEJ represents the diago
nal response of the flux motion~even though it appears as
transverse Hall-type signal!. On the other hand, the sma
velocity componentvy5vxtanu transverse to2¹T leads to
a signal detected as the flux-flow thermopowerSf , which is
the small off-diagonal signalin the vortex liquid. This rever-
sal of roles for the Nernst and thermopower signals in go
from the normal state to the vortex-liquid state reflects
well-known duality between vortex and charge currents, a
is the primary reason why the Nernst experiment is so us
for detecting vortex motion. The vortex Nernst signal refle
the primary response of vortices to an applied gradie
while the carrier Nernst effect is a relatively feeble o
diagonal response that is further attenuated by the So
heimer cancellation.

For our present purpose, we are interested in the temp
ture range when the diagonal vortex signal has fallen to
ues comparable with the carrier signal. The contribution
the vortices to the observed Nernst signal may be written
an off-diagonal termaxy

s that adds to the normal-state ter
axy

n ~now relabeled withn). Repeating the steps above, w
find that the combined Nernst signal is comprised of th
terms, viz.

n5
Ey

u]xTuB
5Faxy

s

s
1

axy
n

s
2S tanuG 1

B
. ~4!

In Ref. 7, we assumed that the Sondheimer cancella
was sufficiently complete to reducenN below a threshold of
;4 nV/KT. Hence any increase ofn above this threshold
was identified with the vortex termaxy

s /s. This ‘‘threshold
criterion’’ is valid for moderately largex, whereuSu is small.
However, whenx!1, another approach is needed. F
samples withx<0.07, the thermopowerS ~which sets the
scale fora i j ) rises to values in the range 100–300mV/K.
This strong enhancement means thatnN may significantly
exceed the threshold, the Sondheimer cancellation notw
standing.

Our method is based on measuringS and tanu separately
at eachT. By subtracting the product2S tanu from n in Eq.
~4!, we obtain the total off-diagonal Peltier term

Faxy

s G
obs

5
axy

s

s
1

axy
n

s
. ~5!

An important point is thataxy
n must decrease to zero a

T→0 because it is a carrier-entropy current, just likea ~the
same is true ofnN). By contrast, the vortexlike contributio
axy

s strongly diverges asT→Tc from above, as the phas
stiffness of the superconducting condensate increases.Tc
is very small~as in L2), the vortex term appears as a d
vergent signal asT decreases. This is a key point in wh
follows.
22451
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III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The Nernst experiments are carried out in a thermal g
dient ~4 K/cm below 50 K and 8 K/cm above! applied along
x̂. The temperature differenceDT between the sample end
~measured with chromel-alumel thermocouples! is ;0.5 K
below ;50 K and;1 K above~the crystals are all cut to a
length between 1.0 and 1.5 mm!. The Nernst voltageEy is
measured with a nanovoltmeter~Keithley 2001 with preamp
1801! while the field is slowly ramped at a rate of 0.4 T/m
between28 and 8 T~or 614 T in high-resolution runs!.
Prior to rampingH, we regulateT to a stability of61 mK
~this takes 30 min!. The drift of the voltmeter in zero
H (;10 nV over a 1-h period! is sufficiently small to guar-
antee a reproducibility in the Nernst coefficient
61 nV/KT ~about four times higher in resolution than a
tained in Ref. 7!.

The need to measure nV signals reproducibly in a te
perature gradient introduces specific experimental constra
for single crystals. The present method of sweeping the fi
~in both directions! at fixedtemperature is quite necessary
attain accuracies better than 100 nV/KT. The alternati
faster, method of sweepingT in a fixed field~with a repeat in
reversed field! is error prone and unreliable even ifT is
swept at the rate of 1 K/min. The reason is apparently
very long relaxation time of the temperature gradient with
the crystal. In our experience, such constant-H traces versus
T, though useful for a qualitative overview ofn, are of lim-
ited accuracy.

A. LSCO

With the higher resolution, we have remeasuredn in a
series of LSCO samples@L1, L2, L3, L4, andL5 with x
(Tc)50.03~0 K!, 0.05 (,4 K), 0.07~12 K!, 0.12~28.9 K!,
and 0.20~32.5 K!, respectively# (S and tanu were also mea-
sured inL1 –L3, but not inL4 andL5). The variation of the
Nernst signalEy /u¹Tu with H displayed in Fig. 2~for
sampleL4) is quite representative of LSCO. At 20 K, fo
instance,Ey rises steeply from zero whenH exceeds the
melting field Hm.2 T, approaching saturation at value
6 –7 mV/K at high fields.

On warming acrossTc (528.9 K), the overall magni-
tude of the signal decreases~as doesHm). Remarkably, in-
stead of dropping to zero, the Nernst signal remains larg
T rises to 60 K, high aboveTc . We note that a negative
curvature is present even at 40 K. This would not be
pected from the normal-state Nernst signal in a system w
such short carrier lifetimes. From such curves,n is deter-
mined from the initial slope at each selectedT. TheT depen-
dence ofn is displayed in Fig. 3 for the three most unde
doped LSCO samples.@For later discussion~Sec. V!, we note
thatn continues to increase up to 14 T in the curves at 27
30 K.#

As previously reported,7 n in sampleL3 (x50.07) is very
small and nearlyT independent (25 to 210 nV/KT be-
tween 300 and 130 K!. Below ;130 K, it begins an inexo-
rable increase that ultimately reaches 2mV/KT at 12 K. Us-
ing the threshold method, we previously identified 130 K
9-3
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WANG, XU, KAKESHITA, UCHIDA, ONO, ANDO, AND ONG PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 224519
the onset temperature. However, a gradual increase sta
near 130 K is also apparent in both samplesL2 (x50.05)
andL1 (x50.03). InL2, n continues to increase at lowe
T. Significantly, however, in the sample with the lowest do
ing L1, n attains a broad peak and thendecreasestoward
zero. As discussed above, the latter behavior is characte
of nN .

In very underdoped samples, the thermopower is so la
(S;300 mV/K at 100 K in L1) that the maximum value o
nN ~40 nV/KT! greatly exceeds the 4-nV/KT threshold. Th
juxtaposition of the last two curves shows especially clea
that the threshold method should be supplanted with ano
technique more appropriate for samples with very largeS.

Using the measured thermopower and Hall angle,
have obtained the curvesS tanu displayed in Fig. 3~a! for
L1 –L3. The two panels in Fig. 3 illustrate the Sondheim
cancellation at temperatures above 150 K. InL3 (x50.07),
unu is ;10 nV/KT at 150 K whereasS tanu/B. 110 nV/
KT. Hence both the normal-state off-diagonal curre
S tanu and axy

n /s must be closely matched in magnitud
@see Eq.~3!#. This cancellation is much less effective at lo
T, especially inL1.

SubtractingS tanu/B from n, we obtain the Peltier curve
axy /sB shown in Fig. 4. InL1, axy /sB ~open squares!
rises to a broad maximum near 100 K before falling towa
zero asT→0. This behavior, characteristic of normal car
ers, allows us to identifyaxy with axy

n at all T in L1. Sample
L2 displays a closely similar profile~solid triangles! except
that, below 50 K, the decrease is interrupted by the onse
the vortex term at 40 K~arrow!.

FIG. 2. The field dependence of the Nernst signalEy /u¹Tu in
La22xSrxCuO4 ~sampleL4, x50.12) at fixedT from 5 to 60 K.Ey

rises steeply whenH exceedsHm (;5 T at 10 K!. For T just
below Tc ~5 28.9 K!, Hm.0, and Ey vs H shows a very pro-
nounced negative curvature. The curves continue to display cu
ture up to 50 K. Note the relatively slow decay of the signal at 1
aboveTc .
22451
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Hence, removal of the contributionS tanu has made the
onset of the vortex term quite unambiguous. Our resu
show that even atx50.05, fluctuation effects arising from
pair formation are observed starting at 40 K. InL3, the onset
of the vortexlike term at 90 K may also be identified by t
inflection point~arrow!. To estimate the vortex contributio
axy

s /s in L2 andL3, we assume their normal contributio
axy

n /s has nearly the same form asaxy /sB in L1 apart from
a slight re-scaling@as suggested by the similarities in th
profiles of S tanu/B in Fig. 3~b!#. In L2, we believe this
procedure is quite reliable, since the totalaxy is so closely
matched to that inL1 above 40 K~andaxy

n must approach
zero asT→0). In L3, the assumption is less objective. How
ever, errors incurred~of magnitude610 nV/KT) are rela-
tively insignificant becauseaxy

s /s rapidly inflates to values
1 –2 mV/KT.

The steep increase in the vortex-like contributions inL2
andL3, displayed as the shaded regions in Fig. 4, is rat
striking. In L2, we note that the anomalous signal starts n
40 K even thoughTc is nominally zero~below 4 K!. These
plots represent one of our key findings.

B. Bi 2201

The systematic variation of transport properties and h
concentration with La contenty in single-layer Bi 2201 was
been investigated by Andoet al.10 With increasing hole den-

a-

FIG. 3. ~a! The T dependence ofn in very underdoped LSCO
~samplesL1, L2, and L3, with x50.03, 0.05 and 0.07, respec
tively!. At low T, the different behaviors ofn in L1 ~compared with
L2 and L3) indicate distinct origins of the Nernst signal. InL1
~open squares!, n is entirely from the carriers, while inL2 andL3,
is from vortexlike excitations. The lower panel~b! displays
S tanu/B measured inL1 –L3 @symbol associations are the same
in ~a!#. Above 150 K, cancellation is nearly complete between
two normal-state currents,S tanu/B andaxy

n . At lower T, however,
a significant residualnN is observed, especially inL1.
9-4
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ONSET OF THE VORTEXLIKE NERNST SIGNAL ABOVE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 224519
sity ~decreasingy), Tc goes through the familiar dome
shaped curve, attaining its maximum value;35 K at y
50.4.11

We have investigated three samplesB1, B2, andB3 in
which y (Tc)50.6 ~17 K!, 0.5 ~29 K!, and 0.4~32 K!, re-
spectively. Magnetization measurements show a relativ
sharp Meissner transition atTc, and the virtual absence o
diamagnetic screening above~see below!. The field depen-
dence of the Nernst signal inB2 ~Fig. 5! is representative o
the three Bi 2201 samples. BelowTc , the trace ofEy vs H
displays a highly pronounced curvature. In comparison w
LSCO, the negative curvature persists to higher temperat
aboveTc . As the hole mean free path~MFP! is very short
~see below!, it is clear that the curvature cannot arise fro
the normal-state contributionnN . Rather, the strong sensitiv
ity to these moderate fields is consistent with a supercond
ing fluctuation origin.

The values ofn measured in a field of 1 T are displayed
Fig. 6. The gradual decrease ofn over an extended range o
T aboveTc bears a striking resemblance to the profiles
LSCO ~see Fig. 2 of Xuet al.7!. The values ofTn are also
quite similar.

We have also measuredSand tanu in B1 andB2 ~but not
in B3). In contrast to very underdoped LSCO,S tanu/B is
generally quite small in these samples. As seen in Figs. 7
8, the largest values attained byS tanu/B, 10 and 6 nV/KT
in B1 and B2, respectively, are an order of magnitu
smaller than in samplesL1 –L3. Most of the suppression
comes from the shorter MFP~as determined from tanu) in

FIG. 4. TheT dependence of the Peltier off-diagonal termaxy in
L1 –L3 obtained by subtracting2S tanu/B from n @see Eq.~4!#. In
L1 (x50.03), the profile ofaxy ~decreasing to zero asT→0, open
squares! identifies it as arising entirely from the carriers.
L2 (x50.05) andL3 (x50.07), however, the onset of the vorte
term axy

s is apparent as an inflection point~arrows!. The shaded
regions are estimates of the vortexlike termaxy

s /sB in L2 andL3.
Note that, at sufficiently lowT @below the melting lineHm(T)], the
vortex Nernst signal must vanish as the vortices become a solid~not
shown!.
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Bi 2201, which leads to greatly reduced normal-state o
diagonal currentsS tanu andaxy

n .
Applying the new method toB1 andB2, we now find that

the curves of axy /sB and n differ only slightly ~by
;10 nV/KT in the range 70–150 K! ~Figs. 7 and 8!. Thus
there is little difference~given the measurement uncertai

FIG. 5. Variation ofEy /u¹Tu vs H in Bi2Sr22yLayCuO6 ~sample
B2 with y50.5) at temperatures 25–120 K. Compared with LSC
the curves display more pronounced curvatures at temperatures
aboveTc .

FIG. 6. TheT dependence ofn in Bi 2201 ~samplesB1, B2,
andB3 with y50.6, 0.5, and 0.4, respectively!. At all T, we deter-
mined n from the values ofEy /u¹Tu observed at 1 Tesla~this
slightly underestimatesn when curvature is pronounced nearTc ;
see Fig. 5!. Tn decreases systematically as the hole concentra
increases~from B1 to B3).
9-5
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ties! whether we usen or axy /sB to estimateTn ~this could
not have been anticipated, however, without isolatingaxy).
The strongly suppressedS tanu provides very strongquan-
titative arguments against identifying the increase inn below
Tn with the normal state carriers.@From Fig. 8, the observed
axy in B2 increases by;50 nV/KT between 80 and 50 K. I
would be difficult to imagine a scenario in which this in

FIG. 7. TheT dependence ofn ~solid circles!, S tanu/B ~open
circles! measured in sampleB1. The Peltier termaxy /sB ~solid
triangles! is obtained as the sum of these two curves~all refer to left
scale!. Tn is estimated fromn using the threshold criterion~vertical
arrow! (nN is less than 2 nV/KT up to 300 K!. The magnetization
curve~from the zero-field-cooling curve measured in a 10 Oe fie!
shows a sharp Meissner transition atTc.17 K ~solid squares!.

FIG. 8. TheT dependence ofn ~solid circles!, S tanu/B ~open
triangles!, andaxy /sB ~solid triangles! in sampleB2 ~left scale!.
As in Fig. 7,Tn is indicated by the arrow (nN is ;210 nV/KT up
to 300 K!. The magnetization curve shows a sharp Meissner tr
sition atTc.29 K ~solid squares!.
22451
crease comes from the hole carriers whenS tanu is actually
decreasing from 6 to;3 nV/KT over the same temperatur
range.#

In addition, as mentioned above, the Nernst signalEy vs
H develops increasingly pronounced negative curvature
low 50 K. Curvature in fields less than 8 T cannot arise fro
hole carriers with such short lifetimes. We find these arg
ments supporting vortexlike excitations in the rangeTc to
;80 K especially compelling in Bi 2201. In Figs. 7 and
we have also displayed the relatively sharp Meissner tra
tion determined from the diamagnetic susceptibility inB1
andB2, respectively. The comparison emphasizes that in
large interval betweenTn andTc , n rapidly diverges, but the
Meisnner response is essentially non-observable.

IV. PHASE DIAGRAM OF FLUCTUATIONS

With the results in samplesL1 –L3, we have revised ou
previous phase diagram for LSCO.7 Figure 9 shows the val-
ues ofTn together with the contours ofaxy

s /s estimated in
samplesL2 andL3 ~shaded regions in Fig. 4!. For samples
at higher doping (x>0.10), we display contours correspon
ing to values ofn2nN , since, as explained above, our pr
cedure is unnecessary ifx.0.07.

In the revised diagram, vortexlike excitations are absen
all T in the sample withx50.03. Between 0.03 and 0.07,Tn

increases very steeply from 0 to 90 K with a slopedTn /dx
of at least 2400 K~the slope is larger ifTn.0 atx50.04 as
well!. Tn peaks at;128 K at x50.10, and then decrease
-

FIG. 9. Thex dependence ofTn and the contours of the vortex
like Nernst signal in LSCO. For the very underdoped samp
L1 –L3, Tn is determined fromaxy as explained in the text. Fo
L1 –L3, the numbers by the contour lines refer to the magnitude
axy

s /sB derived from Fig. 4. For samples withx.0.07, we have
used the procedure of Xuet al. ~Ref. 7! to determineTn ~the con-
tour values are then the magnitudes ofn2nN). Data for the two
samples withx50.10 and 0.17 are taken from Xuet al.
9-6
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nearly linearly with x, but at the slower rate (dTn /dx
;2510 K).

We have also plottedTn and the contours of the anoma
lous Nernst signaln2nN for B1, B2, andB3 in the phase
diagram of Bi 2201~Fig. 10!. Tn decreases with increasin
hole content~decreasingy), as observed in LSCO forx
.0.12. The scale ofTn is similar to that in LSCO~as isTc).

The phase diagrams in these single-layer cuprates br
out several interesting features. The fluctuation regime
tends to a maximum temperature 100–130 K that is con
erably higher than the maximumTc in either cuprate. In this
large interval, vortexlike excitations are readily detected,
no Meissner signal appears untilTc is reached. The contras
is especially dramatic inB1 andB2 ~Figs. 7 and 8!.

The onset temperature has a different dependence on
ing thanTc . Instead of mimicking the shape ofTc vs x, Tn

peaks at 0.10 in LSCO. Hence the fluctuation regime is
ticeably skewed toward the underdoped side~it also extends
more deeply into the small-x region than the superconduc
ing phase!. We note that the skewedness is evident in all
contours up to 100 nV/KT in Fig. 9, not just inTn . It is
intriguing that in strained films of LSCO,12 which display a
;20% improvement inTc compared to bulk samples, theTc
vs x curve shows also a similar skewedness~the contour at
50 nV/KT in Fig. 9 matches well theTc curve in the strained
films12!. In Bi 2201, the less complete data set also sho
that the fluctuation regime extends to higherT at lower hole
concentration~larger y). The asymmetry suggests that th
strength of the fluctuation regime, as measured by the m
nitude of n2nN , tends to increase monotonically with d
creasingx ~until it suddenly collapses whenx is too small!.
The peaking ofTn at x50.10 in LSCO is interesting becaus

FIG. 10. They dependence ofTn and the contours of the vor
texlike Nernst signal in Bi2Sr22yLayCuO6. The numbers next to the
contours refer to the magnitude ofn2nN determined by the proce
dure of Xuet al. ~Ref. 7!. The solid line forTc is from Onoet al.
~Ref. 11! ~open circles areTc measured inB1 –B3). The contours
bear a strong resemblance to those in LSCO~Fig. 9!.
22451
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t
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it is close to thex5 1
8 state, where spin-density-wave fluc

tuations~or stripe fluctuations! appear to be strongest. Ou
inclination, however, is to interpret the peaking ofTn as
simply reflecting the sharp interruption~near 0.1! of the ris-
ing trend ofTn with decreasingx, but these interesting trend
deserve further study.

This general trend suggests that the energy scale as
ated with pair formation is largest at smallx, falling nearly
linearly asx increases. Because of strong fluctuations, lo
range phase coherence—necessary to sustain a Mei
effect—occurs at aTc that is much lower thanTn .

V. PSEUDOGAP AND STRONG FLUCTUATIONS

A key point of interest is the relation of the vortex-lik
excitations to the pseudogap state.13,14 In LSCO, information
on T* is largely derived from heat capacity. The shoulder
g(T)5ce(T)/T ~where ce is the electroinc heat capacity!
provides the estimate thatT* is equal to;350 K at x
50.08, and decreases linearly to;90 K at x50.22.14,15

However, there appears to be a lack of corroboration for
estimatedT* from nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR! re-
laxation, infrared reflectivity, in-plane resistivityr, or tun-
neling. The NMR relaxation rate 1/T1T does not show the
broad maximum that is a key signature of the pseudog
while r does not display the shoulder seen in other und
doped cuprates.

In Bi 2201, Fischer’s group recently reported that the g
in the density of states observed by scanning-probe tunne
spectroscopy16 is observed up to;68 K ~but the sharp ‘‘co-
herence’’ peaks at the gap maxima collapse atTc.11 K).
The c-axis resistivity profile, however, suggests a mu
higherT* ~100, 125, and 250 K for La contentsy50.4, 0.5,
and 0.6, respectively!.17

The available evidence implies thatTn is roughly a factor
of 2 lower thanT* in LSCO and Bi 2201~or much closer, if
we use the tunneling data in Bi 2201!. With the improved
resolution for Tn achieved here, the uncertainties now
chiefly in T* . @We note, however, that estimates ofT* in any
cuprate vary considerably, depending on the particular
perimental probe used.13 The differences may arise from th
highly anisotropic nature of the pseudogap magnitude
the fact that a particular experimental technique is sensi
to excitations at a particular wave vectorq.#

With these caveats stated, we note that the contour
Figs. 9 and 10 are consistent with thex dependence ofT*
~away from the lightly doped regime!. This suggests that the
energy scale for destroying the vortex excitations depend
x in the same way asT* . This trend, suggestive of stron
pairing tendencies in the lightly doped regime, recalls ea
theories of cuprate superconductivity,18 which proposed that,
in the single-layer parent material, pairing correlations
already ‘‘built in’’ in the spin-12 antiferromagnet.

Fluctuation regime. The physical picture suggested is th
the pseudogap state, while distinct fromd-wave supercon-
ductivity, is nevertheless closely similar in important aspec
Pairing correlations seem to be already intrinsic at high te
peratures in the pseudogap state, and fluctuations betw
the two states become ever stronger as we cool away f
9-7
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T* . Even at temperatures 50–100 K aboveTc , these pairing
correlations begin to support vortexlike excitations that
detectable as an anomalous Nernst signal. Closer toTc
~within 10–20 K!, the phase-rigidity length inflates drama
cally to reach macroscopic length scales. This increas
reflected in the rapid growth ofn as reported by Xuet al.7

~the concomitant increase in kinetic inductance also beco
observable at Terahertz frequencies6 in this interval!. In the
conventional picture of strong phase fluctuations, the case
an extended fluctuation regime aboveTc was made by sev
eral theorists.20,21 In theories of strongly interacting system
a discussion of fluctuations between the pseudogap state
d-wave superconductivity in the SU~2! theory was recently
published by Lee and Wen.22

Perhaps the most interesting question raised by these
periments is whether the vortex-like excitations are the
miliar vortices in a superconducting condensate or electro
excitations specific to the pseudogap state. Is it possible
closer toTn , the excitations are more properly regarded
vortexlike defects of the pseudogap state rather than Abr
sov vortices? We elaborate further on two points mentio
above. The first is thecontinuity between the anomalou
Nernst signal aboveTc and that in the Abrikosov state below
If we view the Nernst signalEy /u¹Tu as a function of bothH
andT, it is apparent that the fluctuation regime covers a v
wide region in theH-T plane. In this paper, we have trace
the large fluctuating regime as we move along theT axis in
zero field. The fluctuation regime uncovered is actually p
of a very large region of theH-T plane~as may be seen b
scanningH at fixedT). As noted in the curves in Fig. 2, th
vortex Nernst signal at temperatures nearTc continues to
increase withH ~up to 14 T! . We do not observe a decrea
of the Nernst signal that might flag the crossing of an ‘‘Hc2’’
line regardless of how close we get toTc . A detailed analysis
of the low-T data shows that the high-temperature fluctuat
regime connects continuously with the high-field fluctuati
regime belowTc ~the extended phase diagram of the fluctu
tions will be reported elsewhere!. By the continuity argu-
ment, the vortexlike excitations—if distinct—must evolv
smoothly into Abrikosov vortices asT decreases towardsTc .

The interesting counterpoint is that the onset of the Me
ner response is relatively sharp~Figs. 7 and 8!. The resistiv-
ity profile also implies that conventional amplitude fluctu
tions in the sense of Aslamasov and Larkin19 occur in a fairly
narrow interval. Unlike in conventional superconductors,
diagmagnetic response and resistivity do not ‘‘see’’ the la
fluctuation regime uncovered by the Nernst signal aboveTc .
These two experimental points are seemingly at odds f
the viewpoint of conventional theories of fluctuations, but
believe they provide very important hints. Resurgent inter
in this interesting regime seems likely, and we may exp
the Nernst effect to play a key role in elucidating its prop
ties ~for, e.g., its sensitivity to Zn and its extension into t
overdoped regime!.

Summary. We have applied the Nernst effect to inves
gate vortex motion at elevated temperatures in crystals
La22xSrxCuO4 and Bi2Sr22yLayCuO6. To address the lightly
doped regime specifically, we have adopted an experime
procedure to sharpen the difference between the vortex
22451
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Nernst signal and the carrier Nernst signal near the form
onset temperatureTn . The total Nernst signal is comprise
of a term in the off-diagonal Peltier currentaxy and a term
involving the Hall angleS tanu. Combining measurement
of the latter with the Nernst effect, we may back out theaxy
current. We show that in LSCO samples withx<0.07 ~in
which S is very large!, the profile ofaxy /sB very clearly
shows the onset of vortexlike terms~arrows in Fig. 4!. Our
analysis allows the phase diagram in LSCO to be revise
accommodate the lightly doped regime. The fluctuation
gime~which harbors these vortexlike excitations! is observed
to extend to a maximum temperature of 130 K and to
skewed toward the underdoped side. Applying the same
cedure to three samples of La-doped Bi 2201, we show
the carrier contribution ton is essentially negligible. Its~par-
tial! phase diagram shares many similar features with tha
LSCO. We emphasize the deep penetration of the vortex
regime into the pseudogap state, and interpret the resul
terms of strong fluctuations between the pseudogap state
the d-wave superconducting state. We discuss whether
vortexlike excitations are identical with vortices of the sup
conducting condensate or interesting electronic excitation
the pseudogap state.
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APPENDIX: CARRIER NERNST COEFFICIENT
IN BOLTZMANN APPROACH

Here we summarize the standard expressions for
Nernst coefficient in conventional metals. Carriers diffusi
in a thermal gradient2¹T in the presence ofE and a weak
field B satisfy the Boltzmann equation

vk•
] f 0

]e

~ek2m!

T
~2¹T!1

eE

\
•vk

] f 0

]e
1

evkÃB

\
•

] f k

]k

52
gk

tk
, ~A1!

where gk5 f k2 f k
0 is the difference between the perturbe

distribution functionf k and its valuef k
0 at equilibrium (vk

and tk are the velocity and lifetime in statek). To find the
Peltier conductivity elements, we may setE50, and expand
gk5gk

(0)1gk
(1)1•••, where g(0) ~linear in 2¹T) gives a

while g(1) ~linear in 2¹T and B) gives the off-diagonal
term axy . By iteration of Eq.~A1!, we have

gk
(0)52tk

] f 0

]e
vk•

~ek2m!

T
~2¹T!, ~A2!
9-8
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gk
(1)5

evk3B

\
•

]gk
(0)

]k
. ~A3!

The off-diagonal currentJy is justeg(1)vk integrated over the
Fermi surface. Hence the off-diagonal conductivity is@in
terms of the mean-free-pathlW„k…[vktk] is

ayx5e2(
k

~ek2m!

T S 2
] f 0

]e D l y

vk3B

\
•

] l x

]k
. ~A4!

In two-dimensional systems@with an arbitrary dependence o
l (k) on k], we may use the swept-area representation23 to
reduce this complicated expression to

axy5
2e2B

~2p!2T\2E deS 2
] f 0

]e D ~e2m!Al~e!, ~A5!

whereAl(e)5rdlxl y is the area swept out bylW(k) ask goes
around a contour at energye. As sxy is proportional to
Al(m),23 we find

axy5
p2

3

kB
2T

e F]sxy

]e G
m

. ~A6!

This recalls the familiar relation betweena ands:

a5
p2

3

kB
2T

e F]s

]e G
m

. ~A7!

Substituting Eqs.~A4! and ~A7! into Eq. ~3!, and using
the small Hall-angle approximation (sxy /s.u), we have

nN5Faxy

s
2

sxy

s

a

sG 1

B
5

p2

3

kB
2T

e

u

B F] ln u

]e G
m

. ~A8!

If u is only weakly dependent on energy ateF ~a good ap-
proximation in conventional metals!, we have a nearly exac
cancellation of the two contributions andnN is very small.9

To estimatenN in caseu(e) has an anomalously stron
power-law dependenceep, we write nN.(86 mV/
n

z

g

R

v

zo

a

22451
K) @kBT/eF#(u/B)p. Using the valueseF;0.5 eV, and
(u/B).431023 at 100 K ~to approximate optimum-dope
LSCO!, we find thatnN.6p nV/KT, which is still small.

Isothermal versus adiabatic conditions. In Nernst experi-
ments on metals in which the electronic thermal conductiv
ke dominates the phonon conductivitykph, the ~electronic!
thermal Hall conductivitykxy generates a transverse gradie
2]yT. This leads to a transverse current comparable to
other transverse currents in Eq.~2!, which now reads

Jy5ayx~2]xT!1syxEx1a~2]yT!1sEy

5Fayx2syx

a

sG~2]xT!1a~2]yT!1sEy50. ~A9!

Under adiabatic conditions~the transverse edges are free
‘‘float’’ to different temperatures!, we have 2]yT
5(]xT)kyx /@kph1ke#. Assuming ke@kph, and writing
kyx /ke[hsyx /s, whereh is a positive number of order 1
we get the equation

Fayx2~11h!syx

a

sG~2]xT!1sEy50. ~A10!

Physically, the transverse thermal gradient produces a cu
that augments the Hall currentsyxEx .

Technically, under adiabatic conditions the measuredEy
does not give the Nernst coefficient. Heroic efforts are
quired to ‘‘short out’’ the transverse gradient~for example,
by thermally anchoring the transverse edges to each o
with a piece of thick wire!. Fortunately, in the cuprates, th
phonon conductivitykph is more than ten times larger tha
ke. Hence the phonons act as a shorting fluid that keeps]yT
negligibly small. Measurements ofkxy in YBCO were re-
ported by Zhanget al.24 In LSCO,kxy is much smaller, and
barely detectable.25 The standard geometry in Fig. 1 is effe
tively in the isothermal limit for conductors in whichke

!kph.
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